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No Shortcuts to the River
A few years ago I went with a group of colleagues
to the Igna5us House–a retreat center tucked away
in north Atlanta, an oasis of trees and large grassy
areas all si;ng just above the river. Our group
gathered for coﬀee and conversa5on, and then our
leader guided us into the day’s lesson and gave us
our instruc5ons. Observe silence and listen. Listen
for God. Listen to God. Read and pray and journal–
but be listening. And then she said, “Come back in
an hour and tell us what you heard.”
I found the assignment rather daun5ng. But as a
direc5on follower, I du5fully found a bench on one
of the decks outside, one with a clear view of the
river. It was a beau5ful se;ng. The trees were in
full bloom; the birds were singing. I read the
scripture text we had been given. I sat quietly. I
wrote in my journal. I listened. I heard nothing. I
persisted and read more, listened harder, wrote
more. S5ll nothing. God apparently was prac5cing
silence as well.

Return Service Requested
P.O. Box 722772
Norman, OK 73070

Sign up sheets available in both atriums
or in your Sunday school class.

In the Interim by Pam Durso

August 12:
Church Potluck
& Open Forum
after
Worship

APer thirty minutes of
listening, I gave up and
decided to enjoy the

sights and sounds. I began making my way down the trail to
the river. An earlier rain had leP the trail slippery. So I walked
carefully. The wooden beam steps on some of the trail’s
curves were not evenly spaced out, and for someone like me
with short legs, those steps were awkward. I found myself
taking two to three shortened steps for every one wooden
beam. Walking on the trail down to the river was turning out
to be more work than I had an5cipated. I looked around to
see if there was an easier way–maybe I could just bypass the
trail and make my own path. But the trail was on a sloping
hillside, and the way down was steep and crowded with trees,
fallen logs, bushy undergrowth. The ground was uneven and
blanketed by wet leaves. I chose to s5ck to the trail.
I ﬁnally nego5ated all the turns and curves and steps and
made it to the river. While standing by that peaceful river, I
ﬁnally heard. God ended the silence. I listened and heard.
“There are no shortcuts to the river.”
It wasn’t an easy message to understand, but I ﬁnally got it.
And my understanding drove me to confession for I am one
who too oPen looks for shortcuts, quick answers, immediate
responses. I don’t like to wait. I need God to work faster,
harder. I need God to speak louder, clearer.
There standing beside the quiet river I acknowledged that
God does not always move as quickly or answer prayers as
swiPly as I would like, and I realized that to know and follow
God, to embrace fully my rela5onship with God, requires 5me
and pa5ence. It requires reading and studying, pondering and
praying. It requires commitment to walk the trail, to stay the
course, to persevere. There are no shortcuts.
In 5mes of wai5ng for a new pastor, churches oPen look for,
hope for quick answers and immediate responses. But, my
friends, I imagine if we at NorthHaven listen carefully, we will
hear the Spirit saying to us: “There are no shortcuts to the
river.”

NorthHaven: An inclusive family of Christ followers, inspiring,
challenging and equipping each other to participate in God’s

great story.

mountain camp 2018
Mountain Camp 2018 was such an amazing experience. Students were able to escape from all of the chaos of
day to day life, and retreat into the loving arms of Jesus for a week. For a week, we were able to look at the
tribe that we are a part of, or the Kingdom of God. We left knowing that we are part of something, and that it
is our job to participate within that, seeking justice and offering grace to those we share it with.
Being my last camp at NorthHaven, I leave feeling thankful. Our students recognize how great our group is,
and how much they like being a “tribe” together. That makes me proud, and encouraged for how they will
continue to grow together as a group after I depart.

I have loved my time at NorthHaven, and hope to serve together with you again in some capacity in the future.
Thank you for all you’ve meant to me and my family.

Bryan Partridge
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ARTicle by Don Schooler
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GUARDIAN ANGELS

“For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways.” ~ Psalms 91:11
While the idea of “Guardian Angels” dates back as early as the 5th century,
painted images of these protective angels exploded in popularity during the
Romantic Period of the early 1800s. European artists painted countless numbers
of angels guarding young children traveling dangerous paths where they can
easily fall to their deaths if not for the angel’s protective hands. BTW, where
are the parents in these paintings? I mean, come on, allowing your kids to pick
flowers and chase butterflies on the edge of a deadly drop off like this is just
bad parenting, right?
In 1918 a German postcard maker decided to get in on the Guardian-Angel-artaction but changed it up a bit. The children are still at risk of dying but instead
of falling off a cliff, they’re about to fall through a rickety bridge and get washed
away or drowned in the falls below. Is it just me, or is this kind of a dark theme?
It seems dark to me. And, again, where are the parents? Not only is that a really
sketchy bridge, but they don’t have shoes either!
Dark or not, these images were wildly popular in the day. And THIS painting in
particular was as popular as any. Being that popular you’d think the artist would
be well known, right? Nope. The artist for the iconic image is a little tricky to pin
down. However, it was most likely first painted by the German artist Hans Zatzka,
who painted a bunch of religious paintings under the pseudonym “H. Zabateri.”
He also painted under the names “P. Ronsard” and “J. Bernard.”
Zatzka was born in Vienna in 1859 and died somewhere around 1945. He was a
student of the Academy of Fine Arts of Vienna from 1877 – 1882, where he gained
a reputation for his romantic images of women, fairies, mythological subjects, and
Christian religious works. Many of his paintings, such as this painting “Heilige
Schutzengel” (Holy Guardian Angel) were later turned into postcards and could be
found in homes all around the world. Or were they?
See, the thing is, because Zabateri’s (Zatzka) works were so popular, particularly
his Holy Guardian Angel, they were frequently copied by other artists. One
particular artist’s copy – which faithfully reproduced Zabateri’s work but for
much brighter colors – became just as popular, if not more so, as the original.
The artist who made the colorful copy is known today simply as “Lindberg,” and
that’s about all the information I could find on him (maybe “her,” but probably
not considering the time). This, I believe, is the Lindberg image.
So, that image on your wall might be a copy of a
Zabateri, or it might be a Lindberg, or it might be
another artist altogether, like this one (I have no
idea who this artist is, but you can buy a print
online). But whomever the artist, never forget that
somewhere out there a Guardian Angel has your
back, just don’t make it any harder on her than need be by carelessly playing on the
edge of an abyss of crossing a rickety bridge. Seriously, these children’s parents
need a visit from Child Protective Services.
Until next time.
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FROM THE PASTOR SEARCH COMMITTEE…
Thank you all for the input that you provided by completing the surveys
and sharing during our meetings with Sunday School classes. We will
certainly use that information as we begin working through the many
good resumes that we have recently received. We appreciate your
continued prayers as we seek God's leadership in finding the right
person to lead our church into the future.
Randy Ridenour,
Pastor Search Committee Chair

August 1: Jack Peters
August 4: Christina Miller

August 4: Omer Stephenson
August 8: Nate Franke
August 9: Hien Tran
August 11: Bob Stephenson
August 12: Mitch Randall
August 13: Noah Jensen
August 14: Will McCutcheon
August 17: Delores Page
August 17: Jennifer Waggoner
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August 18: Trinity Biles
August 18: Hannah Fullbright
August 24: Maya Straily
August 24: Isaac Wilson
August 26: Kaitlyn Knapp
August 26: Frankie Pratt
August 27: Mara Carman
August 29: Dawn Carman
August 30: Lori Stevens
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SNACK DONATIONS: Individual snacks are always
needed for Sunday mornings.

Kid’sHaven

unity. In fact, it adds beautiful color and texture to our
faith community and enables us to learn from one
another.

SUPPLY DONATIONS: Currently KidsHaven needs
bottles of school glue and play-dough.

It is hard to believe that summer is nearing the end.
It seems to have ﬂown by extra quickly this year. As
we look forward to another school year, I ask that
you be praying about how you might be a servant in
KidsHaven. These are the areas that the kids of
NorthHaven could use your help:

SUNDAY MORNING VOLUNTEERS: KidsHaven has
great volunteers but there are never enough. With
more folks to share the load we can avoid burning
out our current volunteers.
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A SECOND INTERN: A second intern during the
school year as well as a summer intern would
greatly help KidsHaven. Our faithful Miss Hannah
will return in the fall, but an additional set of hands
would allow for better Sunday morning
and Wednesday evening coverage. Interns also help
with lesson preparations, organization of materials,
and keeping our space clean. At this time our
children’s budget allows for one intern. The amount
needed for a second is $2000 for the school year
and $500 for the summer. If each family would
contribute $10-$25 per month, KidsHaven could
aﬀord to provide a scholarship for another intern
during the school year and one for the summer.
If you are willing to meet any of these needs, please
email or call me. Also, don’t forget that August
12th is Promotion Sunday and Blessing of the
Backpacks.

August 12th

“What Do You See?”
Recently, I was reminded of those pictures that you
stare at that present an optical illusion. You see one
thing pretty quickly, then if you keep looking you
eventually see another. Writer, Molly Brummett Wudel
says, “For some of us, it is really hard to see the other
image. The information gathered by the eye does not
necessarily coincide with our initial understanding. We
think there is only one thing there and then, BAM! We
are seeing something completely different! What we
thought was only one thing is so much more. We think
and see differently.” She then compares that to what
we see in Christ, the peace in love possible through
Him. Her prayer is spot on:
“God, prepare me to be open to the “BAM!”
moments found in Christ. Let me not run away from
them but embrace the possibility of how being open to
this new way of seeing can actually change the world.
Amen.”
What a great prayer for all of us! So, with that in mind,
let’s talk about worship. What do you see? I am sure I
see one thing and you see another. What if we tried to
see what others see? A person I am really close to
said, “I don’t think the disciples sat around trying to
figure out what style of music they needed to use to
offer praise to God.” So where are we? What should
we be ‘seeing?’
From various sources I have read and even sessions
at the Baylor Alleluia conference, I keep reading and
hearing that the worship trend is toward unity,
community, variety of old and new, intergenerational,
and authenticity. Okay, what does that look like? More
than ever before, I believe we must come together as
community. We need to show love, caring, and
respect, being willing to have listening ears for each
other. What if we decided to lift one another up in love
and let complaints just drop? It is my opinion that we
will move forward in love, not criticism. If we strive to
come together in love and community it must be
realized that we all bring different backgrounds and
memories to the process. Our common ground
certainly should be our belief in Jesus, the Christ. How
we have experienced Jesus is different for each one of
us. Those differences do not invalidate our call to

Kindergarten
Bible
Presentation
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Music ministry is my strong priority at NorthHaven. It
is what I was called to do at this church. Any type of
ministry, though, is about relationships. When you
want to truly love and care for others, you learn what
they like, what brings them joy. It is how you grow in
relationship with someone. How do you think I
became interested in cars and racing? Clay enjoyed
those things and taught me how to appreciate a great
automobile and strategy in racing. I hope I have
helped him to appreciate and learn about music
through the years. I keep going back to the quote I
heard at a conference a few years ago, “Be willing to
learn the songs that others love.”
At an Alleluia session, composer Joseph Martin said,
“Why do we come together in a music reading session
to sing and look at new music when we could easily sit
at home in our PJs and listen on YouTube? It is
because we need community!” We all have God given
abilities, gifts, and talents to share with each other in
order to develop relationships and build community.
God can be found through relationships.
What were the two great commandments Jesus
stated? Love God and love others (my paraphrase.)
How can we do that if we don’t ‘commune’ with one
another, show love and respect to each other? We
must do this. Jesus didn’t ‘suggest’ it. He didn’t say,
“think about it.” In the words of NIKE…just do it!
James 3:17-18, MSG says, “Real wisdom, God’s
wisdom, begins with a holy life and is characterized by
getting along with others. It is gentle and reasonable,
overflowing with mercy and blessings, not hot one day
and cold the next, not two-faced. You can develop a
healthy, robust community that lives right with God and
enjoy its results only if you do the hard work of getting
along with each other, treating each other with dignity
and honor.”
We need each other. Now! We need to be community
to one another. Now! We need to step forward and
ask how we can serve. Now! Why do we affiliate with
NorthHaven? This church has been known for its
community in the past. Let’s continue that spirit of
love. Like James said, we will only enjoy the results if
we do the hard work. What do you see? What can
you give?
Just do it!
In loving community,
Cheryl
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